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Abstract This paper reports the application of a recently
developed filament stretching protocol for the study of the
extensional rheology of both treated and untreated carbon
nanotubes (CNT) suspended within an epoxy resin. It was
experimentally observed that filaments formed by treated
and untreated CNT suspensions behaved differently after
initial stretching. The filament thinning process of the base
epoxy was consistent with a simple Newtonian fluid, whilst
the filament of treated CNT suspensions also thinned in a
Newtonian way but with an enhanced extensional viscosity.
Filaments formed with untreated CNT suspensions behaved
in a non-uniform way with local fluctuation in filament
diameter, and it was not possible to obtain reliable
extensional viscosity data. Irregularity of the untreated
CNT filaments was consistent with coupled optical images,
where spatial variation in CNT aggregate concentration was
observed. In the case of treated CNT suspensions, the
enhanced extensional viscosity was modelled in terms of
the alignment of CNTs in the stretching direction, and the
degree of alignment was subsequently estimated using a
simple orientation model.
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Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylinders of rolled graphene
sheets having a very high aspect ratio, typically in the order
of several hundreds (Iijima 1991). They belong to a
relatively new class of nano-fibrous material that can
potentially be used for high-performance composites and
electronic devices (Ajayan et al. 1994; Saito 1997; Tans
et al. 1998; Calvert 1999). Processing of CNTs into macroscopically usable forms, however, normally requires dispersing them in a suspending medium (Hussain et al. 2006).
For example, Davis et al. (2004) reported possible fibre
spinning for CNT suspensions by first dispersing CNTs in
superacids, and more recently, Kordás et al. (2006)
proposed that inkjet printing of CNT suspensions could be
a promising way for large-scale production of flexible and
conductive CNT composite films. For this type of process,
it is important to understand the extensional rheology of
CNT suspensions; earlier rheological studies, however,
mainly focused on the shear or the linear viscoelastic
measurements of CNT suspensions (see, for example,
Pötschke et al. 2002; Lin-Gibson et al. 2004; Rahatekar
et al. 2006). In the case of carbon nanofibres (CNFs), which
are analogous to CNTs, Xu et al. (2005) reported that, for
untreated CNFs suspended in a glycerol/water solution, the
extensional viscosity decreases as the extensional rate
increases, and this is possibly due to the breakup of
network structure.
This paper investigates the extensional rheology for both
chemically treated and untreated CNT suspensions using
the technique of filament stretching (see, for example,
McKinley and Sridhar 2002). The findings of this paper are
of relevance to understanding the flow behaviour and
orientation of CNTs in potential processes such as the fibre
spinning (Davis et al. 2004), inkjet printing (Kordás et al.
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2006) and curtain coating (Jäder et al. 2005) of CNT
suspensions.
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used in this study, and lower-concentration samples were
prepared by diluting the masterbatch sample.
Experimental setup

Experiments
Materials and sample preparation
Surface-treated CNTs were single-walled CNTs covalently
functionalised with Arene Diazonium salts, and they were
provided by Nanocomposites, Houston, TX, USA. Details
for the chemical treatment were reported elsewhere (Dyke
and Tour 2003, 2004). Small bundles of treated CNTs, with
a diameter of about 5 nm and a length of 1 μm, were
observed using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Untreated
CNTs used were multi-walled and, according to scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images, they had a diameter of
less than 100 nm. They were produced by the chemical
vapour deposition (CVD) method (Singh et al. 2003) at the
Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University of Cambridge. The exact length of the untreated CNTs
was not fully characterised, but optical images suggested
that they were bundled and were about 30 μm long. Both
treated and untreated CNTs have high aspect ratios (in the
order of 100) and were dispersed in an epoxy resin
(Araldite LY556, Huntsman, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). A
masterbatch sample of 0.3% was first prepared using a
high-shear homogeniser (Silverson L4R). Huang et al.
(2006) pointed out that a mixing time of at least several
hours was required to establish stable rheology and
uniformity at the micron-level. A mixing time of 5 h was

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of
the filament thinning experiment showing top and bottom
cylindrical endplates and fluid
contained between the endplates
for a the initial condition (t=0)
and b an arbitrary later time t

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the filament
thinning experiment. Similar filament stretching devices
have been previously reported by others (see, for example,
Bazilevsky et al. 1990; Matta and Tytus 1990) and have
been applied to study extensional rheology of various types
of liquids (see, for example, Liang and Mackley 1994;
Anna et al. 2001b). Detailed discussions on filament
stretching rheometry can be found elsewhere (McKinley
2000; McKinley and Tripathi 2000; McKinley and Sridhar
2002). The filament stretching reported in this paper was
achieved using a modification of a Cambridge Multipass
Rheometer (MPR) (Tuladhar and Mackley 2008). The MPR
is a double-piston device, and in the filament stretching
configuration, the barrel and centre section of the rheometer
are not used. The servo hydraulically driven pistons can
move the top and bottom endplates and, unlike other filament stretching units, the endplates can move in vertically
opposite directions, leaving the centre of the filament in
the same position throughout the test. A liquid sample
was first loaded between the cylindrical endplates with a
diameter of 1.2 mm and an initial separation (Lo) of 600±
10 μm, forming a liquid bridge. Simulations by others
(Harlen 1996; Yao et al. 2000) suggested that the initial
shape and aspect ratios of the liquid bridge can greatly
affect the evaluation of extensional viscosity and the
characteristic relaxation time for viscoelastic fluids; an
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initial aspect ratio (Λo ¼ Lo =Ro ) of 1 was therefore used
following the suggestion by Anna and McKinley (1999).
Both endplates were moved apart (at t=0) by a known
distance (d) and at a constant rate (L). Once the endplates
had stopped, the filament thinning process was then
followed using a high-speed camera (Kodak Motion Corder
Analyser Model SR Ultra-C) with a frame rate of 500
frames per second and a resolution of 512×240 pixels, and
the filament diameter was calculated from the digital
images where 1 pixel=5.6 μm. In terms of shear rheology,
apparent viscosities of the epoxy resin and the CNT
suspensions were measured at 25 °C using the ARES
strain-controlled rheometer (TA Instrument, New Castle,
DE, USA) with 50-mm parallel plates (Fig. 2). Optical
microstructure was followed using the Cambridge Shear
System (CSS450, Linkam Scientific Instruments, Surrey,
UK) with an optical depth of 130 μm.

Results and discussion
Filament profile and breakup time
In terms of shear rheology, untreated CNT suspensions
generally exhibit a larger shear viscosity enhancement
effect than treated CNT suspensions with the same weight
loading (Xu et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2007a). To enable direct
comparison of the extensional rheology between treated
and untreated CNT suspensions, zero-shear-rate viscosities
of the two suspensions were matched. This means that the
concentration of the untreated CNT suspension (0.02%)
was much lower than that of the treated suspension (0.3%).
At these respective concentrations, zero-shear-rate viscosity
was 20 Pa s. Figure 3 compares profiles for the filaments
formed by epoxy, 0.02% untreated and 0.3% treated CNT

Fig. 2 Apparent steady shear
viscosity (ηa) of a epoxy, b
0.02% untreated CNT and c
0.3% treated CNT suspensions.
Temperature=25 °C
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suspensions. It was experimentally observed that both
treated CNT suspension and epoxy formed a smoothly
necked filament (Fig. 3a, c), whereas, for the untreated
CNT suspension, heterogeneities were observed and the
filament did not break at the mid-point (Fig. 3b). Such
difference was also observed for other concentrations, so
this could therefore provide a qualitative means to
differentiate between treated and untreated CNT samples.
Both the heterogeneity of the necking filament and
asymmetric breakup of the filament for untreated CNT
suspensions, however, prevent appropriate evaluation of
extensional viscosity from the filament thinning process.
Figure 4a–c show the filament profile before breakage, and
corresponding optical micrographs are shown in Fig. 4d–f.
The heterogeneities as observed in Fig. 4b for the untreated
CNT suspension are consistent with the CNT aggregates as
observed in Fig. 4e using optical microscopy, therefore
suggesting that the non-uniformity along the filament
length is due to the presence of optical microstructure.
The rheological behaviour of untreated CNT suspensions is
complicated both in terms of its capillary thinning response
and steady shear rheology. Steady shear experiments
showed that untreated CNT suspensions exhibited a very
significant shear-thinning characteristic—addition of 0.1%
of CNT resulted in an order-of-magnitude increase in the
zero-shear-rate viscosity, and the suspension viscosity
shear-thinned to the matrix viscosity at high shear rates
[as shown in Fig. 5; see also Rahatekar et al. (2006)]. The
shear-thinning response of untreated CNT suspensions was
subsequently modelled, and modelling results suggested
that CNT aggregation played a very important role in their
complex rheological responses. This finding forms an
important part of ongoing research, and detailed rheological
modelling of CNT aggregate suspensions will be reported
in a future paper.
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Fig. 3 Sequence of images showing the extensional deformation for
the filaments of a epoxy, b 0.02% untreated CNT suspension and c
0.3% treated CNT suspension. Stretching rate=100 mm/s; endplate

displacements=3 mm from starting positions. The initial location of
liquid sample at t=0 ms highlighted using dotted lines

Filament breakup times for the base epoxy, treated and
untreated CNT suspensions are presented in Fig. 6, and
each of them was computed from four separate experimental runs. A filament formed by the 0.3% treated CNT
suspension broke at a time significantly longer than those
formed by the epoxy resin and the 0.02% untreated CNT
suspension. In the context of rigid rod suspension model-

ling, an increase in the breakup time can be explained in
terms of the rods orientating in the stretching direction,
causing an increase in the extensional viscosity and slower
filament diameter decay (see, for example, Zirnsak et al.
1994; Petrie 1999). The untreated CNT filament thinned in
a non-homogeneous manner, creating instability and resulting in the early breakup of the filament.

Fig. 4 a–c The filament profile
before breakage for a epoxy,
b 0.02% untreated CNT
and c 0.3% treated CNT.
d–e Corresponding optical
micrographs captured using
the Cambridge Shear System
(CSS450, Linkam Scientific
Instruments) with an optical
depth of 130 μm
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Fig. 5 Apparent steady shear viscosity (ηa) of a epoxy, b 0.05%, c 0.1%,
d 0.25% and e 0.5% untreated CNT suspensions, showing significant
viscosity enhancement at relatively low CNT concentration levels

Calculation of extensional viscosity
Figure 7 shows the detailed time evolution of minimum
filament diameter (Dmin) for epoxy, 0.02% untreated CNT
and 0.3% treated CNT suspensions. Experimentally, it was
observed that, for the epoxy resin and the treated CNT
suspension, the minimum filament diameter occurred at the
mid-point position (i.e. Dmin =Dmid), whereas the filament
breakup point for an untreated CNT suspension varied for
different experimental runs. In all three cases, a linear
decrease in the minimum filament diameter was observed,
as shown in the inset figure of Fig. 7, indicating the liquid
samples behaved essentially in a Newtonian way during the
filament thinning process. The extensional viscosity (ηE)
for smoothly necked and axially symmetric filaments can
be calculated using the following equation (see, for
example, McKinley and Tripathi 2000):
s

hE ðt Þ ¼ ð2X  1Þ 
dDmid ðt Þ
 dt

ð1Þ

where Dmid is the mid-point filament diameter, σ is the
surface tension of the fluid (σ=0.047 Nm for the epoxy
resin), and X is a dimensionless number which was
suggested to be 0.7127 for a viscous filament having a
smoothly necked profile (Papageorgiou 1995). Detailed
derivation and assumptions for Eq. 1 were reported by
McKinley and Tripathi (2000). Based on both simulation
results and experimental data, they concluded that a proper
evaluation of ηE necessitates the use of an X factor, which
takes into account the fact that the shape of a filament
deviates from a uniform cylindrical thread. In this study, the
shear viscosity (η) of the epoxy resin was independently
measured to be 10 Pa s using an ARES strain-controlled

rheometer. For a simple Newtonian fluid or the epoxy resin
used (Fig. 2), the theoretical value for ηE should be three
times the value of ηs, which corresponds to a value of 30 Pa s.
From the filament thinning experiment carried out in this
paper, the extensional viscosity for the pure epoxy resin
was determined to be 27.3 Pa s, further supporting the use
of Eq. 1 and an X factor of 0.7127. In general, Eq. 1 allows
for the calculation of extensional viscosity based on the
slope of a diameter thinning profile after initial stretching.
For the 0.3% treated CNT suspension, the extensional
viscosity was calculated to be 164.6 Pa s based on four
separate experimental runs. Given a zero-shear-rate viscosity of 20 Pa s, this corresponds to a Trouton ratio of
8.2, which is larger than that for a simple Newtonian fluid,
implying that the extensional viscosity was enhanced due
to the presence of treated CNTs. In the case of the 0.02%
untreated CNT suspension, direct application of Eq. 1
would give an extensional viscosity value of 48.2 Pa s,
corresponding to a Trouton ratio of 2.4. This calculated
value, however, is believed to be unreliable because the
analysis of Eq. 1 assumes uniform curvature throughout
the filament.
The Bond number (Bo), as defined in Eq. 2, can be
computed to assess the relative importance of gravitational
force on the filament thinning process (Anna and McKinley
2001a).
Bo ¼

rgD2o
 0:098
4s

ð2Þ

The Bo number was calculated to be considerably small
(<<1), confirming that gravitation sagging is unimportant
compared with the capillary forces.
As pointed out in earlier work by Liang and Mackley
(1994), during filament thinning, the strain rate increases as
the filament diameter decreases, and the maximum Hencky
strain that can be picked up depends on the resolution of

Fig. 6 Filament breakup time (tb) for a epoxy, b 0.02% untreated
CNT suspension and c 0.3% treated CNT suspension. Stretching rate=
100 mm/s and endplate displacements=3 mm from starting positions
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Fig. 7 Time evolution of the
minimum filament diameter
(Dmin) for a stretching rate of
100 mm/s and endplate displacements of 3 mm from starting positions. The inset figure
shows the normalised filament
diameter [Dmin(t)/Dmin(ts)] as a
function of (t−ts), where ts is the
time at which the endplates
stopped. [In the case of epoxy
and treated CNT suspensions,
Dmin occurred at the mid-point
of the filament (i.e. Dmin =Dmid),
and this is not necessarily true
for the untreated CNT suspension where the filament is
asymmetric.]

digital images for the filament, which is given as (Anna and
McKinley 2001a):


"max

1:2mm
¼ 2 ln
5:6mm

of CNT orientation is estimated in the mechanical modelling section using a simple orientation model.


¼ 10:7

ð3Þ

The effect of initial stretching rate

Interestingly, although the addition of treated CNT
increased the filament breakup time and the magnitude of
ηE, no experimental evidence of strain-hardening during the
filament thinning process was observed. Given the large
strain input used in this study (L/Lo =5), it is assumed that
this high level of initial stretch has aligned most of the
treated CNTs and additional filament thinning does not
result in further alignment of the CNTs. A similar
observation was reported, for example, in glass-fibre
suspensions (Weinberger and Goddard 1974). The degree

The filament thinning experiments were repeated for the 0.3%
treated
CNT suspension using different initial stretching rates

(L). However, it was found that the filament thinning
analysis could only be performed within a limited range of
stretching rates, as shown in Fig. 8. At low piston speeds,
below 5 mm/s, the filament broke during the stretching
period. At piston speeds above 150 mm/s, there was a
damped oscillation for the current setup after the cessation of
piston movement, causing the filament to buckle (Fig. 8).
This limited measurements to the range of 5–150 mm/s.

Fig. 8 Extensional viscosity (ηE) derived from Eq. 1 for 0.3% treated
CNT suspension as a function of the initial stretching rate. Each open
square represents the average value from four separate runs of

experiment. Endplate displacements=3 mm from starting positions.
The picture shows filament buckling occurred at a stretching rate of
200 mm/s
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Fig. 9 Filament breakup time
(tb) as a function of CNT
concentration by weight (C).
The breakup time is with reference to the time at which the
endplates stopped (ts). Error
bars indicate the standard
deviation of four separate runs
of experiment. The dotted line
represents the best exponential
fit where tb =199 e1214 C and
the solid line represents the best
linear fit where tb =188847
C+301

Figure 8 shows that, within the specified range, the
extensional viscosity measured by the subsequent filament
thinning was essentially independent of the initial stretching
rate, again supporting the belief that full orientation is
reached during stretching and the orientation level does not
further change during the filament thinning process.

The effect of concentration
Filament breakup times for both treated and untreated CNT
suspension filaments at different concentrations are shown
in Fig. 9. Given the same weight concentration, untreated
CNT filaments typically broke at a longer time compared
with the treated CNT filaments. Filament breakup time
depends on the balance between viscous and capillary
forces (Anna and McKinley 2001a), and for the same
concentration, larger shear viscosity enhancement effects
were generally observed for untreated CNT suspensions
(Xu et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2007a). Longer filament breakup
times for untreated CNT suspensions can therefore simply
be explained in terms of the suspension’s base viscosity. It

was also observed that filament breakup time for untreated
CNT suspensions increased roughly as an exponential
function of CNT concentration, whereas the breakup time
for treated suspensions increased linearly.
The time evolution of filament diameter for different
concentrations of treated CNT suspensions was followed
and is shown in Fig. 10, where the filament diameter of the
treated CNT suspensions decreased linearly as a function of
time. The extensional viscosity for treated CNT suspensions
was calculated using Eq. 1, and the numerical values for ηE
and the Trouton ratio are given in Table 1. The results show
that, for treated CNT suspensions, the Trouton ratio is
greater than 3, indicating an enhancement extensional
viscosity due to the CNTs.
Early work by Batchelor (1971) estimated the values of ηE
for a semi-dilute suspension of fibres where the fibres are
fully aligned; Batchelor proposed the following expression:


4φr2
ηE ¼ ηS 3 þ
ð4Þ
3 ln ðπ=φÞ
where ηs is the suspending medium viscosity, r is the aspect
ratio and φ is the volume fraction.

Table 1 Numerical values of extensional viscosity (ηE) and filament breakup time (tb) for treated CNT suspensions
Weight percent of treated CNTs

Volume percent of treated CNTs

tb (ms)

ηE (Pa s) (with X=0.7127)

Trouton ratio (=ηE/ηS0)

0%
0.05%
0.10%
0.20%
0.30%

0%
0.04%
0.08%
0.17%
0.25%

171.3
458.0
554.7
674.7
884.0

27.4
61.0
66.5
103.8
164.6

2.7
5.1
5.1
6.2
8.2

Values shown are averaged from four separate runs of experiment. Volume percents of treated CNTs were calculated using a density of 1,300 kg/m3
for treated CNTs and a density of 1,090 kg/m3 for the epoxy resin. CNT suspensions are shear-thinning and the Trouton ratio is defined with respect
to the low shear viscosity (ηS0)
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Fig. 10 Time evolution of
normalised filament diameter
as a function of (t−ts), where ts
is the time at which the
endplates stopped. Stretching
rate=100 mm/s. Endplate
displacements=3 mm from
initial positions

Shaqfeh and Fredricksen (1990) ignored Brownian
motion and proposed the following expression for semidilute suspensions involving cylindrical and aligned fibres:


4φr2
ηE ¼ ηS 3 þ
ð5Þ
3½ln ð1=φÞ þ ln ðln ð1=φÞÞ þ 0:1585
Based on filament thinning experiment and Eq. 1,
experimental values of ηE are presented as a function of
volume fraction in Fig. 11. The figure also shows the
predictions by Batchelor (1971) and Shaqfeh and Fredricksen
(1990), and the best fit to experimental data was observed
with an aspect ratio of 180 (Fig. 11). This result was
consistent with the aspect ratio of treated CNT bundles
estimated from AFM studies.

1973), giving the following expressions for the fourth-order
(a4) and second-order (a2) orientation tensors:
Z
a4 ¼

r  r  r  ry ðrÞdr

ð7Þ

r  ry ðrÞdr

ð8Þ

Z
a2 ¼

with Trða2 Þ¼ 1.
One important underlying assumption in the simple
orientation model is that CNT aggregation in treated CNT
suspensions is negligible and that the suspension rheology
is essentially controlled by CNT orientation. The large
magnitude of strain input (L/Lo =5) justifies the use of

The level of CNT orientation within treated CNT
suspensions
In the case of short fibre suspensions, the following
constitutive equation is applicable to relate the total stress
(σ) with fibre orientation (see, for example, Batchelor
1970; Hinch and Leal 1975, 1976):
s ¼ pI þ 2hs D þ 2hs Np a4 : D

ð6Þ

where p is the hydrostatic pressure, I is the identity matrix,
ηs is the viscosity of the suspending medium (=10 Pa s), Np
is a parameter that depends on the fibre concentration and
aspect ratio, a4 is the fourth-order orientation tensor and D
is the strain rate tensor (symmetric part of the velocity
gradient tensor) describing the fluid kinematics.
The orientation tensor involved in Eq. 6 can be
computed from the fibre orientation distribution y (x, t,
ρ), which gives the fraction of fibres oriented in the
direction ρ at point x in space and at time t. The evolution
of the fibre orientation distribution is governed by the
Fokker–Planck equation (see, for example, Leal and Hich

Fig. 11 Extensional viscosity (ηE) as a function of volume fraction.
Experimental data were represented by diamonds. The dotted line
shows the Batchelor (1971) prediction and the solid line shows the
Shaqfeh and Fredricksen (1990) prediction for semi-dilute suspensions
involving fibres with a best-fit aspect ratio (r) of 180
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Fig. 12 Sensitivity analysis
of the level of CNT orientation
(a33) for the 0.3% treated CNT
suspension as a function of
possible errors in determining
the extensional viscosity
based on capillary thinning
experiments and estimating
rheological parameter Np from
fitting a Fokker–Planck based
simple orientation model to the
experimental steady shear data

Eq. 6, which assumes that the contribution of Brownian
motion and rotary diffusion of CNTs to the total stress of
the system is negligible. Treated CNTs were modelled as
rigid rods that can orient and align with the flow, and if the
parameter Np is known, the level of orientation can be
estimated using Eq. 6. The numerical values of Np for two
different concentrations were identified by fitting a Fokker–
Planck-based simple orientation model to steady shear
rheological data (Chinesta, private communication). Np
was determined to be 7 for a 0.3% CNT suspension and
Np =4 for a 0.2% CNT suspension. The detailed procedure
for obtaining Np will be reported in a future paper (Ma et al.
2007b). Equation 6 was further applied to quantify the level
of CNT orientation after initial stretching.
A quadratic closure approximation can be applied to the
last term on the right-hand side of Eq. 6 (Advani and
Tucker 1990), which gives:
a4 : D  ða2 : DÞa2 ¼ Trða2  DÞa2
0
1

a 0
0
0:5"
where a2 ¼ @ 0 a
0 A, D ¼ @ 0
0 0 1  2a
0
0

ð9Þ
0

0:5"
0

1
0
0 A for

"


the uniaxial elongation of an incompressible fluid and " is
the strain-rate in the z direction (as shown in Fig. 1). The
closure approximation given in Eq. 9 becomes an exact
expression (i.e. a4 ¼ a2  a2 ) when all CNTs are completely aligned.







Because Trða2  DÞ ¼ 0:5a"  0:5a" þ ð1  2aÞ" ¼

ð1  3aÞ", Eq. 9 can therefore be further written as:
a4 : D ¼ Trða2  DÞa2
0

að1  3aÞ"
B
¼B
0
@
0

1
0

0


að1  3aÞ"

0

0

ð1  2aÞð1  3aÞ"



C
C
A

ð10Þ
Substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 6 gives:

8
8


>
c1 ¼ að1  3aÞ
< σxx ¼ p  η" þ 2ηNp c1 "
<


c2 ¼ að1  3aÞ
σyy ¼ p  η" þ 2ηNp c2 " where
>
:


:
c3 ¼ ð1  2aÞð1  3aÞ
σzz ¼ p þ 2η" þ 2ηNp c3 "

ð11Þ

hE ¼

s zz  s xx


"

¼ 3h þ 2hNp ðc3  c1 Þ

ð12Þ

Based on Eq. 1, ηE was experimentally determined to be
164.6 Pa s for the 0.3% treated CNT suspension, and the
value of a can be obtained by solving Eq. 12, which gives:
0

0:0065
a2 ¼ @ 0
0

1
0
0
0:0065
0 A
0
0:99

ð13Þ
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The resulted second-order-orientation tensor (a2) indicated that about 99% of the treated CNTs were oriented in
the z-direction after initial stretching. Similarly, it was
estimated that about 97% of the CNTs was aligned towards
the stretching direction in the case of 0.2% treated CNT
suspension. High degree of CNT alignment justifies the use
of predictions in Eqs. 4 and 5 and a quadratic closure
relationship in Eq. 9, which is appropriate for systems in
which the fibres are highly aligned. Finally, sensitivity
analysis of a33 on the experimentally determined ηE and Np
was carried out for the 0.3% treated CNT suspension, and
the result is shown in Fig. 12. It is clear from the figure that
calculation of the level of CNT orientation is sensitive to
both the values of the experimentally determined extensional viscosity and the rheological parameter Np. In
Fig. 11, the error bar for the 0.3% treated CNT suspension
represents an experimental error of ±21% in determining
the value of ηE. According to Fig. 12, a 21% error in
estimating the value of ηE would give a value of a33
between 0.9 and 1, therefore suggesting about 90 to 100%
of the treated CNTs were aligned in the stretching direction
after a strain input of L/Lo =5.

Conclusions
An extensional filament stretching protocol has been developed for CNT/epoxy systems, and differences in behaviour between base epoxy, treated and untreated CNTs were
observed. The relaxation of epoxy after stretching is consistent with Newtonian behaviour. The treated CNT suspensions also relaxed in an essentially Newtonian way, but with
an enhanced extensional viscosity. The magnitude of extensional viscosity enhancement is consistent with the predictions of Batchelor (1971) and Shaqfeh and Fredricksen
(1990) for fully aligned CNT rods with an aspect ratio
of 180. The implication of this result is that, during initial
stretching, CNTs become predominantly aligned in the
filament direction, giving an enhanced extensional viscosity. Untreated CNT suspensions behaved in an irregular
manner, and filament was not uniform along its length. This
resulted in a reduced breakup time for the same initial
viscosity, and it was not possible to obtain reliable
extensional viscosity data. We attributed the irregular
behaviour to the heterogeneous optical microstructure
observed for untreated CNT where there is a clear spatial
variation in CNT concentration. Because, at present, CNT
loadings are low, the presence of the CNT does not appear
to have a dramatic effect on extensional rheology. Orientation and state of aggregation, however, are crucial factors
for the electrical, optical and thermal properties of CNT
suspensions or composites, and consequently, the knowledge of orientation during processing is important.
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